Rob George briefing Young Eagles at the 2015 Young Eagle conference held at Ohakea Airforce Base in January 2015

Flying NZ is an easily recognised marketing name for the Royal New Zealand
Aero Club Inc. The RNZAC was originally known as the “New Zealand Aero Club”
when it was incorporated in 1930. It was granted a Royal Charter and became
the Royal New Zealand Aero Club in 1936.
We are a National body elected by affiliated Aero Clubs and their members to
represent them on aviation issues and to carry out the day to day administration
of Sport and Recreational aviation in New Zealand on a national basis.
Governance of Flying NZ is provided by an Executive Committee elected on a
regional basis by member clubs and administered by an Executive Secretary.
RNZAC/Flying NZ has a proud tradition of representing aero clubs at a national
level for some 81 years. Currently it represents 42 aero clubs and about 3250
affiliated club members, making it one of the largest aviation organisations in
New Zealand.
Flying NZ, is a large well respected organisation, representing aero clubs and
their members and giving them the opportunity to have input into aviation policy
at Government level through various State organisations; Civil Aviation Authority, Airways NZ, Ministry of Transport. Flying NZ is well recognised in this arena
and has represented its members with considerable success in recent years.
ACAG – Aviation Community Advisory Group
ACAG and the CAA in 2014 developed a new terms of reference which effectively
means that ACAG instead of being purely rules based is now a high level advisory group on all matters pertaining to aviation.
ACAG’s role is now one of an advisory service to the CAA on the rule making,
rather than the monitoring role it had in the past. Now ACAG has input offering
expert advice from the very beginning of the rule development and at other
stages through to completion. A major part of ACAG’s role is to prioritise rules to
go onto the rule programme and to offer names of experts from industry to assist the CAA with the issues rather than CAA doing it alone. Unfortunately there
is a limited budget that the CAA is allocated by the MoT for rule making hence
the need to prioritise. ACAG is made up of 12 members, nine are permanent
seats and three are elected, Flying NZ is a permanent member of the Group.
NZAF - New Zealand Aviation Federation
Flying NZ is an important member of the NZ Aviation Federation (NZAF) which
represents the vast majority of recreational aviation groups, including sport aviation, modellers, gliders, parachutes, and balloonists. Flying NZ sits on this body
which is a very useful lobby group for working with CAA on current issues which
effect general aviation, such as medical, free access to weather forecasts and
rule changes. NZAF is a major shareholder in ASPEQ/ASL. The NZAF ensures
that all aspects of GA Aviation can speak with the regulatory authorities from a
common and agreed point of view. This relationship has proved to have had a
very positive effect for Flying NZ and ensured that many of our concerns or proposals have the support of other areas of the GA community.
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INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT - Civil Aviation Authority and Airways New Zealand
Submissions to the regulatory authorities are becoming more common and important as cost recovery by these organisations has become the main focus. In past
years the Royal New Zealand Aero Club was instrumental in ensuring many of the
safety and airspace requirements which we currently enjoy were put in place
through the various regulatory authorities. That history can be traced right back
to 1930 when RNZAC, in its formation year, made representations to the Meteorological Department for special weather reports, with particular reference to visibility. From 1932 to 1934 a major focus was on representations to the new Air
Transport Licensing Bill before Government, to legalise flying on a Sunday.
In particular, in recent times Flying NZ made a significant submission on the proposed CAA NPRM Part 61 rewrite and, in particular, the effect the proposed Part
141 changes would have on the operations of many of our aero club members.
Even our larger member clubs who have already undertaken Part 141 certification
would have increased cost compliance placed upon them. The effect of the proposals on smaller clubs who undertook flight training only to the PPL level, BFRs
and type ratings would have been to cripple many of them. Flying NZ was able to
demonstrate, factually, the effect that such a rule change would have on their
financial viability and that this was totally unsustainable.
Flying NZ does not have an issue with the requirements of Part 141 in training
standards and requirements for CPL training and above, but does not believe
those regimes are necessary for flight training at PPL level. Flying NZ ensured that
in our submission we did not take a negative approach to the proposal, unlike
many submitters, but rather focused on solutions. This led to several meetings
with CAA which then, after taking onboard our proposals, reissued the NPRM to
better reflect the training needs of our aero clubs. Currently this NPRM is still
awaiting Ministry of Transport signoff. Flying NZ’s ability to work alongside CAA in
producing a workable solution was a major success for our aero clubs, and is a
clear example of the necessity of an organised national body being able to represent its members in a positive way.
In 2014, CAA released a Review of Funding and called for submissions. Flying NZ
responded and made a lengthy submission. Our submission, in the main, was
largely directed towards the manner in which CAA proposed implementing increased charges for its services. These submissions have been summarised on the
CAA website and a final report is yet to be issued. From a Flying NZ perspective,
we consider that the system exists for the benefit of the travelling public and that
is largely who should pay.
In 2010, 2011 and 2014 Flying NZ made submissions to Airways NZ relating to
proposed increases in Airways charges and, in particular, as it applied to Hamilton
and Tauranga Airspace. We have been able to support clubs throughout this process and have achieved beneficial results. The liaison with Airways NZ is ongoing.
Flying NZ has been working very closely with a GA working party over the past
five years to progress the passage of the Recreational Pilot Licence through the
various stages of CAA Rule making. This has been a particularly time-consuming
and often frustrating exercise in ensuring that the RPL came to fruition. While the
RPL is now law, it still requires some refinements to meet its original intentions.
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The current law does not allow solo training without a Class II medical making it
impossible to obtain a RPL without first having had a PPL. This completely contradicts and negates much of what we intended the RPL to be. Needless to say
this is very much an ongoing issue, but serves to illustrate how lengthy the rulemaking process is and how one has to be continually involved at this level to be
able to achieve the ultimate required result.
Of greater concern to Flying NZ is the apparent apathy of many of our member
clubs to such proposals put forward by the regulatory authorities. Flying NZ undertakes the role of submitting on behalf of its member clubs so as to reflect the
voice of about 3250 members, but in every case clubs are also invited to either
submit submissions themselves or forward any thoughts, proposals and concerns
to us so we may include them in our submission. In the case of the CAA Funding
Review, only two Flying NZ clubs made individual submissions and shared that
information with Flying NZ. In the case of Airways NZ, only Waikato Aero Club
made a submission. The lack of individual submissions is indicative of the view
by clubs that either Flying NZ will look after their interests (a task we accept is
our role) and no additional input is necessary or clubs are not up to date or fail
to understand the realities of what is proposed. Perhaps some clubs cannot be
bothered about the impact that regulatory change may have on their activities.

OUR VISION

To continue to develop and support flying as a sport and
recreational activity

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

To guide and assist our member clubs in their sport and
recreational flying activities

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION

Club flying for sport and recreation, personal achievement,
fun and participation in a safe environment
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How else does your Club benefit from Flying NZ membership?
Flying NZ has a number of activity and member building initiatives designed
to help keep Sport and Recreational Flying activity buoyant in this country.
YOUNG EAGLES
Flying NZ organises and administers the Young Eagles flying programme
which has been taken up by many of our aero clubs. If your club has taken
part in this programme, it illustrates the commitment you have made to the
importance of youth being interested in aviation and being able to foster that
interest and allowing them the opportunity to develop that interest. Participating clubs have been able to have some of their Young Eagles enter and
subsequently receive scholarships offered by Flying NZ to commence their
pilot training. These scholarships, there are seven in total, have proven to be
a great catalyst in starting young people’s aviation careers with some of our
early recipients now realising their dreams and flying commercial airliners.

2015 Flying NZ Ross Macpherson Memorial Scholarship winners

Each year in conjunction with the National Championships, a three day Young
Eagles programme is run. This involves activities from flying, identifying
aircraft defects, to aviation lectures and culminating in a series of exams to
find who is to take away the Nola Pickard Trophy.
In January 2015 the first of the Young Eagles Conferences was held at
Ohakea Airforce Base. While the inaugural Young Eagles Conference at
Ohakea was a huge amount of work it has certainly set the bench mark for
what we need to strive for as we plan to run this event biannually. The relationships the Young Eagles build between themselves and the information
they received from our partner organisations gave these lucky young people
a huge step up in understanding what career opportunities are available in
aviation and more importantly what they need to do to position themselves
as strong candidates. They also learned some life skills along the way.
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From a Flying NZ perspective we are working to be recognised as a serious contributor to the New Zealand aviation scene and this event certainly lived up to that expectation with all our sponsors being keen to be
involved in future events.
YOUNG EAGLE SCHOLARSHIPS
Five Flying NZ Ross Macpherson Memorial Scholarships are awarded each
year to members of the Young Eagles. The support of our four sponsors,
Aviation Services Ltd, Civil Aviation Authority, Airways NZ and Aviation
Cooperating Underwriters Pacific Ltd, makes these awards possible.
Annually we have two other individual awards, the ASPEQ (Aviation Services Ltd) Scholarship for an individual who suffers from a physical disability which limits that person’s ability to participate in aviation, or to a
Young Eagle whose socio-economic situation is such that participation in
aviation is compromised significantly.
More recently the ‘Nelson Aviation College Kirk Samuel Dakers Memorial
Scholarship’ has been introduced, to assist a Young Eagle in reaching solo
status and ongoing flight training.
All these scholarships are made possible by the support of industry organisations through sponsorships. These Scholarships are all for flight
training only and are redeemed at the recipient’s Aero Clubs.
INSTRUCTOR COUNCIL

Instructor Council

2014 Annual General Meeting

The Flying NZ Instructor Council closely monitors flying activity and the
application of rules to ensure that member clubs adopt the highest safety
standards possible. The council works closely with CAA on safety initiatives affecting GA.

Flying NZ - Sport and Recreational Flying at its best!
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MICROLIGHT PILOT CERTIFICATION
Flying NZ, under its Part 149 certification is able to provide microlight pilot
certificates to aero club members. This Flying NZ certification process saves
your members from having to pay additional affiliation fees to other Part
149 organisations (e.g. SAC, RAANZ) for pilot certification and allows clubs
to keep microlight activity in house.
CLUB MEMBERSHIP CARD
Flying NZ produces club membership
cards for affiliated clubs at no cost to the
Aero Club. The card which is personalised
with your club logo and contact details not
only serves as your club membership card
but also is proof of membership of an
affiliated Flying NZ club when visiting
other aero clubs. This is important in receiving reciprocal rights and in the case of
Canterbury Aero Club, being able to access airside without AVSEC involvement.
WEBSITE
The Flying NZ website is a valuable tool in the promotion of aero club activities. Your club has the opportunity to promote itself not only on the club
location portal but also to have its newsletter and other material made
available on the web.
As well as promoting sport and recreational flying, the website has a large
amount of resource material available to clubs on a host of aviation and
club related matters. Flying NZ receives a considerable number of requests
via its website, particularly from visiting overseas pilots regarding flight
opportunities and aircraft hire availability and we are able to direct them to
the club that best matches their requirements.
COMPETITION Flying
Most Flying NZ Clubs are strong and active in competition flying. The ability
for pilots to up skill themselves in a competitive environment is a very important part of Club activity. To be able to represent your club at a regional
and national level adds an additional layer to sport and recreational flying
and the Flying NZ competition structure encourages this. Such a structure
of regional and national and international competitions is a major factor not
only in our ability to maintain a competitive edge over our Trans-Tasman
colleagues, but it also advances the knowledge and skills of our pilots and
has considerable safety benefits in ensuring their skills are continually being
tested and enhanced.
PILOT PROFICIENCY – The Best Pilot You Can Be
The Flying NZ Pilot proficiency scheme promotes air
safety and encourages general aviation pilots to
continue with valuable proficiency training.
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The scheme provides the opportunity to attain in
sequence the Pilot Proficiency badges and certificates. Flying NZ is committed to continue to develop
and support flying as a sport and recreational activity, encouraging personal achievement, fun and participation in a safe environment.
EMPLOYERS ASSOCIATION
As a member of the EMA Employers Association of New Zealand, Flying
NZ is able to offer its member clubs support access to all rights of that
membership to EMA. This has proved to be a valuable tool for some clubs,
saving them considerable costs not only in legal advice but in ensuring
the club is able to follow the right procedures should that be necessary.
Clubs, like other businesses, are often faced with employment issues and
other related matters and to have that advice available has proven most
worthwhile.
FAI REPRESENTATION
Flying NZ has other areas in which it operates. It is the National Airsport
Control (NAC) for the Federation Aeronautiqué Internationale and coordinates within New Zealand those activities which relate to this International Airsports body. This is very important for record recognition of
aviation related activities and the issue of FAI Sporting Licences to enable
NZ pilots of all disciplines to compete overseas in FAI Air Sport competitions.
As the National Airsport Control (NAC) for the Federation Aeronautiqué
Internationale, Flying NZ receives recommendations, and/or makes submissions to this International Air Sports body for awards to New Zealanders who have made a significant contribution to sport aviation in our
country. Outstanding aviation events are also recognised.
AWARDS
Many such awards have been conferred over the years.
Flying NZ also presents National awards including the Flying NZ Safety
Award and the Flying NZ Service Award, which are made to worthy recipients or clubs on a regular basis.
VOLUNTEER ORGANISATION
Apart from its Executive Secretary, Flying NZ is made up of volunteers
who give their time and experience to ensure that the interests of club
members are upheld wherever practicable at all levels, be it club, regional
or national. They do this with a willing heart and often at considerable
cost to themselves. It is this strength of working together which reinforces the importance of collectively being able to face the ever increasing
issues prevailing in the aviation scene.

Flying NZ - helping you to be the Best Pilot you can be!
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FLYING NZ - Supporting Sport and Recreational Flying.
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